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Sex Therapy: Brief Historic and Current Perspectives
Mini Review

Abstract
Now more than five decades old, the field of sex therapy remains active,
continuously incorporating in its practice advances in psychology and medicine. In
this article, we present a brief historical perspective of the sex therapy practice as
well as its present state. We discuss the how the current biopsychosocial paradigm
advocates sexual dysfunction as an interaction of predisposing, precipitating, and
maintaining factors and calls for the cooperation of professionals from different
areas to effectively evaluate and treat patients. We conclude that the concerns
of modern sex therapy have moved past rescuing sexual function and toward
minimizing distress while enhancing sexual satisfaction.
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Introduction
In the last 50 years, the interest in sexual medicine and sex
therapy has grown enormously. Ever since sexual problems
stopped being attributed exclusively to unconscious conflicts,
sexology has changed in theoretical, methodological, and
diagnostic aspects [1]. Contributions from the various medical
specialties, modern psychology, and social constructionism have
allowed a broader understanding of the sexual difficulties. Despite
the recognized importance of sexual aspects in the quality of life
[2], the prevalence of sexually unsatisfied individuals remains
high, even according to the most conservative prevalence studies
[3]. Being capable of identifying, and treating or appropriately
refer patients with sexual dysfunction is paramount in the
contemporary clinical activity.

Discussion

Until the 1950s, classical psychoanalytic concepts guided the
understanding and treatment of sexual problems. The symptoms
in adult life were understood as unresolved conflicts during the
early stages of childhood. [3] In late 1950s, when the behaviorist
perspective gained force, Masters and Johnson began their studies
based on direct observations of the human sexual response.
Based on these experiments, they divided the sexual response
into phases (excitation, plateau, orgasm, and resolution), each
presenting specific physiological processes. For them, sexual
dysfunction was most often response to performance anxiety.
Thus, treatment should be guided toward anxiety reduction in
order to restore a healthy sexual function [4]. In 1958, Masters
and Johnson used the term sexual therapy for the first time in a
research proposal submitted to the chancellor of the University
of Washington. Although this document has been lost, the authors
mention in a later publication plans for a research program in
psychotherapy targeted to sexual dysfunction [5]. According
to some authors [6], the birth of sexual therapy occurs with the
publication of the book Human Sexual Inadequacy (Masters and
Johnson, 1970) [7].
In 1974, the psychiatrist Helen Singer Kaplan publishes
the book “The New Sex Therapy” [8], in which integrates the
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psychoanalytic model to the sexual therapy proposed by Masters
and Johnson. For her, the treatment of sexual dysfunction should
be planned according to its etiology, proposing the distinction
between recent and remote etiologic causes. For recent causes,
behavioral exercises; to remote ones, traditional psychodynamic
methods. Since then, the etiology of sexual dysfunctions has been
considered in binary terms: remote or recent; psychological
or organic. Although this division is useful for clinical practice,
these categories are neither exclusive categories nor can be taken
considered separately.

Diagnoses and therapeutic planning

The current biopsychosocial paradigm advocates that
the sexual dysfunction has predisposing factors (prior to the
complaint), precipitating factors (triggers for their onset) and
maintaining factors (those that contribute to the problem
persistence) [3]. It is important to highlight that often the factors
that lead to the emergence of a sexual dysfunction are not the
same that sustain it.
Thus, the assessment of sexual dysfunction should include:

i. Assessment of sexual function, including feelings, thoughts,
and receptivity presented during sexual activity;

ii. Elucidation of possible comorbidities;

iii. Identification of etiological hypotheses and maintaining
factors;
iv. Identification of the treatment objectives and a therapeutic
planning; and

v. Clear and constructive feedback to the patient about the
work to be accomplished [9,10].

Physical and hormonal assessments are mandatory to
better understand the sexual dysfunction and elaborate
adequate therapeutic plans [10]. Ideally, professionals with
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different backgrounds (e.g: gynecologist, urologist, psychiatrist,
psychologist, physiotherapist) work together for the patient’s
well-being.

The therapeutic plan is the main guide principle of the work
ahead. It should specify the diagnostic formulation, the objectives
to be achieved and the therapeutic conduct with details of the
procedures and interventions to be carried out, although it can
revised to match the demands that emerge during the visits. It
is personalized, not only with respect to the sexual dysfunction
presented, but also the individual in totality. For instance,
masturbatory training is proven effective for female orgasm
disorder [11,12]. However, it would not be included, in principle,
in the therapeutic planning of a woman who has restrictions
towards the masturbatory practice (either moral, religious or
educational).

Sex therapy nowadays

Currently, the term sexual therapy refers to the whole of
interventions, based on different theoretical perspectives aimed
at the treatment of sexual difficulties. It generally follows the
principles of brief psychotherapy, in which therapist and patient
are focused on specific issues related to sexual performance. Also,
it may occur in individual, couple or group therapy formats. Despite
the fact that there is no single theory underlying sex therapy and
that professionals with diverse psycho-backgrounds can be sex
therapists, some elements are common to psychotherapies focus
on sexual dysfunctions [6,13]:
i. They speak openly about sex;

ii. They include psychoeducation, counseling, sexual
permission, training on communication, exercises for body
exploration and awareness;

iii. They do not preclude medical interventions. Instead, they
are often combined;
iv. They rarely address a single main sexual complaint, but
rather the sexual experience as a whole;

v. They involve customized strategies that go from
psychoeducation and basic counseling to more specialized
intervention,
using
contributions
from
different
psychotherapeutic schools.

There is evidence that people with sexual dysfunction tend
to respond to sexual situations with high levels of anxiety,
negative affect, and failure expectation [14], highlighting the
influence of cognitive distraction (attentional focus on nonexcitatory stimulus) during the sexual activity [15,16]. Therefore,
investigating the content of the thoughts that distract these
individuals plays an important role in their rehabilitation [17].
Identifying automatic thoughts, cognitive reconstruction and
attentional training during sexual activity have been shown to be
effective in the treatment of all sexual dysfunctions [18].

Sex therapy based on evidence

The practice of evidence-based psychotherapy is the best
available research evidence with the clinical practice in the
context of preferences and characteristics of the patient [19]. In
sex therapy, it of the number of clinical trials testing interventions
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remains insufficient [18]. Nevertheless, there are promising
results. In Melnik and Abdo [20] patients were randomized into
three groups: patients who performed group sex therapy and
received 50 mg of sildenafil, patients who only received 50 mg of
sildenafil, and patients who only performed group sex therapy.

The interventions lasted for six months and all groups
presented improvement. However, the groups that received
psychotherapy had post-treatment scores higher than those in the
group that only received the medication. Subsequently, Abdo et
al. [21] confirmed that the combination treatment (sildenafil and
sexual therapy) is more effective than the separate interventions.
McCabe et al. [22] investigated the effectiveness of 10 weeks of
cognitive-behavioral therapy for people with erectile dysfunction
compared with being in a waiting list. They found a significant
improvement in the group that participated in the intervention.
In the study by van Lankveld et al. [23] men with erectile
dysfunction, premature ejaculation, and low sexual desire, as well
as their partners, were randomized between cognitive behavioral
intervention that included bibliotherapy, psychoeducation and
sensorial focus exercises and a wait list. After the 10 weeks of
treatment men in the therapy group reported more, and, at the end,
the treated men reported improvement of their sexual function
(41.4% versus 12.5%). For premature ejaculation, Oguzhanoglu
et al. [24] showed that sex therapy is as effective as 20 mg of
fluoxetine, the first line drug for the treatment of this dysfunction.
For women, the efficacy of cognitive-behavioral therapy has been
reported in the treatment of all sexual dysfunctions [18]. The most
recent finding is the effectiveness of mindfulness technique - type
of meditative practice which aims at acceptance and awareness
of the present moment without judgment - in the treatment of
lack of sexual interest or sexual pain during penetration [25].
Neuroimaging studies show that patients submitted to this
technique have a brain activity reduction in areas associated to
pain [26,27].

Conclusion

The evolution of sex therapy follows the progress of
sexology research. Good examples of research innovations
that were incorporated in the clinical practice include: the use
of phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors (PDE-5) for the treatment
of erectile dysfunction and the selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors (SSRIs) for the treatment of premature ejaculation,
the distinction between the male and female sexual responses,
and the biopsychosocial aspects of sexual dysfunction. However,
the goals of sex therapy typically are different from those of the
clinical trials. The success sex therapy cannot be measured by
sexual frequency or increases in the time before ejaculation.
More than performance, the concern is the subjective expression
of sexuality. More than rescuing sexual function, the concern is
the distress minimization while enhancing the patient’s sexual
satisfaction.
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